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The center is getting ready to provide world class cancer treatment facilities starting from
preventive to palliative care under one roof. Apollo Hospitals Dhaka, has installed a high-end
fully loaded Radiotherapy machine, LINAC HD -VERSA Signature model. Being the first of its
kind in Bangladesh, the machine is fitted with a six dimensional rotation couch known as
HEXA POD and is programmed to deliver radiation doses to tumors with pinpoint accuracy
from any angle. HD VERSA, as the name suggests, has versatile properties and is capable of
treating tumors in either a basic conventional form or the most advanced form of therapy
“stereotactic radiotherapy”. Our ultramodern radiotherapy unit is managed by well-known
professionals in the field of oncology from both home and abroad.

The center is also equipped with an ultramodern HDR
Brachytherapy (treatment of cancer by the insertion of
radioactive source directly into the body cavity and
tissues) unit “FLEXITRON” which houses Cobalt 60 as a
radiation source thus ensuring uninterrupted treatment
due to the long half-life of the source.
To provide the best possible treatment, our experts in
the realted fields debate, delibertae and discuss
regarding the patient diagnosed with cancer in
MDT ‘tumor board’. Our experts then decide the
best form of treatment for each and every patient
based on solid scientific evidence.

Brachytherapy
FLEXITRON

Diagnostic Oncology is the most vital
part and core to all world class
cancer centers, without which the
very existence of such departments
cannot even be dreamt of. Our
Onco-pathology team is armed with
the most cutting-edge technologies
to provide swift, sharp and accurate
diagnosis whenever needed. The
department is complemented by IHC
(immuno-histochemistry), serum
tumor markers, along with molecular
onco-pathology and flow cytometry
to count a few.
To add on to its already existing armamentarium, Apollo Hospitals Dhaka proudly announces
that our most advanced PET-CT machine has recently been installed, which provides
cutting-edge technology to stage, plan, manage and monitor the treatment of the tumor or
tumors in question.

The symptom management team of ours are the best in Bangladesh and always stand ready
to make our patient’s life free of pain and suffering from the uncontrollable yet unwanted
symptoms of cancer, thus “adding life to years”.
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